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altered state of the climate and productions of the earth. And

we find this alteration to have been always made with consum.

mate skill, so as to secure the most complete development of

organic beings, and the greatest enjoyment to sensitive na

tures. Malevolence would not have done this; for it might,
with infinite knowledge at command, have filled each succes

sive period of the world with natures unadapted to the mutable

condition of things, capable, indeed, of a prolonged existence,

not to enjoy, but only to suffer. But infinite benevolence was

fitting up this world by slow secondary agencies for the elevated

races which now occupy it, especially for one species, rational
and immortal; and it lavished its kindness and wisdom by fill

ing the world, during those preparatory ages, with multitudes
of happy beings, fitted exactly to each altered condition of the
air, the water, and the soil.

My ninth and last geological argument for the divine bene-

volence is founded upon the permanence and security of the
worki, in spile of the mighty changes it has undergone, and the

powerful agencies to which it is now subject.
When we learn from the records of geology, as they are in

scribed upon the rocks, how numerous and thorough have been
the revolutions of the surface arid the crust of the globe in

past ages; how often and how, long the present dry land has
been alternately above and beneath the ocean; how frequently
the crust of the globe has been fractured, bent, and dislocated;
now lifted upward, and now thrown downward, and now folded

by lateral pressure; how frequently melted matter has been
forced through its strata and through its fissures to the sur
face; in short, how every particle of the accessible portions of
the globe has undergone entire metamorphoses; and especially
when we recollect what strong evidence there is that oceans
of liquid matter exist beneath the solid crust, and that probabl
the whole interior of the earth is in that condition, with ex
pansive energy sufficient to rend the globe into fragments;
when we review all these facts, we cannot but feel that the
condition of the surface of the globe must be one of great in
security and liability to change. But it is not so. On the
contrary, the present state of the globe is one of permanent
uniformity and entire security, except those comparatively
slight catastrophes which result from earthquakes, volcanoes,
and local deluges. Even the climate has experienced no
general change within historic times, and the profound mathe-
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